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This brief essay makes use of a comparative procedure to explore a recurring 
symbolic link between bHndness and omni.sci.ence. First, it considers a common 
thread running through Scandinavian and Greek mytholiogical stories dealing with 
loss of eyesight, clairvoyance, and femininhy. Then, it proceeds to link this thread 
to events in the Garden of Eden. OveraH, K propose to trace the recurring idea that 
to "see" in a fundamental sense requires overcoming sensory perception; that, 
more precisely, to bar from eyesight the di.stracting influence of manifest realüy 
and to temporarily disembody, as it were, by sloughing are privileged means of 
grasping the essence of things. 

ODII\! A!NlD HtiMDAliL 

Odin, the complex Scandinavian god, is both one-eyed and dairvoyant. These 
two properües correlate because Odin actually lost an eye to acquire dairvoyance 
- this being a dear instance of, in the words of Georges Dumézil, the "general 
idea of a mutBation paradoxically qualifying a being for the very kind of activity 
it would appear to predude in the bodily sense" 21). Another instance of 
írhis concems Scandinavi<in god HeimdaH, who can see, by night as weH as by 

day, at great distances, "can hear grass growing on the earth and wool on sheep 
and everything that sounds louder than that" (Studuson 1995, 25) and has 
seemingly forfeited an ear for it Indeed, his "hearing is hidden" in the very sarne 

* This paper expands a presentation offered in April 2000 a! Uncommon Senses: An lnlerdisci
plinary Conference on the Senses in Art and Culture, Concordia University (Montreal). I thank the 
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundalion (Lisbon) for making rny !rip to Canada possible. A deve!oped version 
of thís ru:gurnenl is to appear in chapter two of my forthcoming book, Metamorphosis: The Dynamics 
of Symbolism in European Fairy Tales. New York: Peter Lang, 2002. 
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v\fhere Odin "hid" his eye: the so-called vvell of Mimir beneaí:h the 
World-Tree 

The fac! that Heimdall can see as weH as hear 
hidden in the sarne waters as Odin' s eye 

the horn Mimir uses 
with the sound horn Heimdall wm 

use to even while Odin obtains similar 

in both its sound and vision 
organ at Mimir' s welL 

Note an Mimir's well "h.as wisdom 
and contained in it"; Mimir is therefore "fuU of 
drinks from the " and Odi.n was not allowed to quaff the essence 

m 

drinks mead every 

Odin' s lost eye is the source of vunm"''··"'-''''"'~, 
to Odin. This is 

of the removed eye of Odin with the 
underscores this overaH confluence within a 

the Vanir gave their 
weH fitted to be a 

a sent "the wisest 
of men," in retum for which the Vanir gave "the wisest of their men," 

would never make any decision unless Mimir advised 
<~n,:t<>J·prl It!Iimir and sent his head back to who 

hidden 
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/Mimir is therefore exchanged against the "highest" adversaries - but the highest 
Aesir is Odin, which Honir and Mimir seemingly represent. Furthermore, because 
in the whole scene wise and advising Mimir is to big and handsome Honir as a 
head is to a body, it does make sense that the separation of both be corre lati v e 
of a decapitation. One inescapable inference - which fits with the noted equiva
lence of the severed head and the hidden eye whence knowledge comes - is that 
Odin receives back a representation of his own severed head. 

ln this, a theme of self-sacrifice (which Dumézil independently points out on 
a comparative basis- 1994, 50-58) comes to light. Note, in this connection, that 
another version derives from the blood of wise Kvasir the mead, regularly 
consumed at Vai-hall, that provides poetic inspiration (Skaldskaparmal 57). 1 This 
mjodr is the only source of nourishment to Odin (Gylfaginning 38), whose very 
name derives from ódr - a word related to the Latin and Celtic words for 
"soothsayer" and "poet," meaning "furor" in a broad sense that encompasses 
foresight, wisdom, and inspiration (Dumézil1986, 188, 193; 1994, 27, 51; Puhvel 
1989, 193). Thus the blood of sacrificed Kvasir, homologous to Mimir as "wisest 
of men," contains the essence of Odin. Of course, Odin's drinking of this 
corresponds to his quaffing "the essence ('mead') of Mimir's wellspring" (Puhvel 
1989, 193). Blood should then underlie the well's water, too- and, indeed, ali the 
waters on earth come from the blood of the slain primordial giant Ymir 
(Gylfaginning 7-8). 

So we are back to the identity of the water source and the eye, which Jaan 
Puhvel relates to "mythical traditions about fiery substances deep in water ... 
and ... speculations about sight as an intraocular forro of fire" (1989, 194 n. 1). 
Bruce Lincoln shows, for his part, that blood can be taken as an alloform of both 
water and fire (1986, 17). Note too that the Vedic soma, equivalent to the 
Scandinavian mjOdr, is "the 'fiery juice', simultaneously fire and water," which 
Wendy Doniger perceptively relates to the Russian firebird (O'Flaherty 1981, 
128) that fairy tales relate to a dragon (see Ralston 1873, 83) - again, fire in 
water. 

Hence, the mead of inspiration, which is Odin's essence, comes from 
sacrificial blood; and the prophesizing waters that are blood in essence stem from 
Odin's pledge in the source; with which is equivalent the head of Mimir, as well 
as the blood of Kvasir containing Odin's essence. lt follows that omniscience 
stems from Odin's self-sacrifice. lndeed, a fourth version of Odin's acquisition of 
omniscience has the god hang from the W orld Tree, Y ggdrasill, pierced by a spear 
in sacrifice to himself- Odin given to Odin- for nine nights (Havamal138-141). 

1 "Kvasir" means "intoxication" (Dumézil 1994, 52), the name being cognate to Slavic Kvas. 
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This of course, in accordance ~with the fact that: Mimir' s weH is located 

under the tree's roots. ln both cases, the Wodd rfree is associated with the '"'~''H''"i'> 
of was knm:vn 

science" 

of the tree ( Grimnismál vW.iJU«,n.L'"'" the 
movement" this re];;n;;sení::ation the tree nourishes the h:ut that nourishes 

this is the same 
as Odin sacriJiced í:o himself in 

an eye out of which he 
vision. It is well to note that "üdin's horse" and that "the 

vvas described as a. horse on whkh the m:m so that Od~n 
may have been to ride on the ·w orld T'ree in the sense that he was 

One inference to draw from the of self-sacrifice to the 
of mead or water, an1mm1tmg 
way, his own blood 

appears between the notion that. the blood of Kvasir tums into 
is the and the idea that Mimir 

from 

who are in tum "a variant 
ofthe the Scandinavian 

to that of 
Tuisto 

2 Accoràing to Sorri, Y ggdrasill actuaHy has three roots, a spáng tmdemeath each: the three Noms 
inhabit one spring, another one is Mimir' s well, and tlle thin:l is the primordial smm::e fui! of snakes 
(Gy{faginning 15). Foresight is of course the coro.n1on denoro.inaí(Ot' to Norns) 'Nho shape rnen~s lives? 
:Mimix' s "Well, and serpems, the blood of vvhich generaHy grants knowledge of the speech of birds. 
Hi!da Davidson sruggests that the three smuces are but one wilh several names (1990, 194-95)" Actually 
this does no! contradict Snorri, since "three" denotes precisely such complexity in unity as zhe source 
(conceived as single) cleElr!y cont8jns. On the tree, as well as in the source(s) below it, "Memory" and 
Fale are clearly !nterrelated (Boyer 198lb, 213; 1986, 137). 
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brood" in continental Germanic myth. the 
Ymir Odin and his two brothers has "an obvi.om; 

37 

of Vedic Purusa "bound as the 
sacrificial beasf' in an act described thus in the Rig Veda: "With the sacrifke the 

sacrificed to the sacdfice" (O'Flaherty 31). In other words, Purusa 
"was both the victim ... and the to whom the sacrifice was dedicated" 

Again, thi.s to the kiHing of Y mir Odin corresponds to Odin' s 
self-sacrifice in offerance to himself - which suggests that Odin' s of Y mir 
and his self-sacrifice are two variants of one single act (cf. Fleck 

41 
A connection between self-sacrifice and is apparení: in the 

case of an Odini.c hero, He is the scion of a lineage that descends from 
Odin, and the god directs Sigurd to kiill the Fafnir (Byock 1990, 35-37, 55-

Moreover, father is i.mmune to snake venom and the hero 
himself has "pi.erdng eyes" - note that another bears the surname 
"Serpenf s-eye" (Sturlason - and daims to know the "nature," or 

" of the (Byock 1990, 3 Last not least, after the fight, 
Sigmund appears with "í:he dragon.,. illustrated in aH his arms, .. His eyes flashed 
so thaí: few óared liook beneath his brow ... He was a wise man, 
events before they happened, and he understood the of birds" 
short, the god's descendants have the nature of the serpent and appears, 
after the imbued with the essence of the as he displays the 
omniscience characteristic of Odin. 

Odin's snake-natured clairvoyance the blood 
of a snake under Odin's aegis, bears ~hen a similarity to Odin 
omnisdence self-sacrifice equivalent to the drinking of sacrificial blood. 
Moreover, Puhveli notes that Sigurd acts out an Odinic role as he quests 
for the drink of wisdom from Reginn and "even as Odin di.d from 
Suuungr and GunnH:idr" (1989, 198 n. 3). Now Meletinsky persuasively proposes, 
"Mimir and the Noms ... correspond to and Gunn!od" 69). If one 
accepts both propositions, it follows that Sigurd's acquisition of wisdom from the 
slain dragon is to Odin' s similar deed as he turns into a snake and an 
eagle to acquire from or, yet, drinking mead (the essence of 
which is blood) at the roots of the World Tree. In other words, the kiHing of the 
snake by the snake-natured one is seemingly equivalent to Odin's self-sacrifice. 
How is one to understand this? 

3 In Hungary, too, the ciragon in human shape "has a piercing, penetrating look" - and one who 
would look straight into his eyes would recognize êhe dragon's nature (Erdész 1978, ~53, 458). 
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of this idea demands thaí: we retum to Here, as we 
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ln this light, I will venture to offer interpretation on a twofold problem. It 
is known, on the one hand, that in one source the dragou Fafnir is named "Reginn" 
(Puhvel 1989, 218), which is the name for "the gods or powers who are makers 
of rulers" (Davidson 1975, 184). On the other hand, after the demise of Odin on 
Ragnarõk, the sinking of the earth into the sea and its reemergence "eternally 
green," the prophetess in Voluspa announces the coming from above of "the 
powerful, mighty one [regindórm], he who rules over everything." Then she 
immediately proceeds to describe the arrival of Nidhogg as a flying dragou 
appearing both "dark" and "shining" (Larrington 1999, 11-13). Despite the singu
lar banning of this possibility by specialists (see Nordal 1978, 121-22), two 
consecutive stanzas announcing the coming of the "mighty one" from above and 
then portraying the actual appearance of the flying dragou entail, I think, that 
Nidhogg and the regindórm are one and the sarne - by the sarne logic that has 
Fafnir be named Reginn. This is, indeed, the sarne pattern that we have found 
underlying both the equivalence of Odin's self-sacrifice to the casting dragou and 
the tacit homology between Odin's turning into a dragou and his entering a wolf 
at doomsday (cf. Propp 1983, 296-319). 

One thoughtful commentator who accepts that Voluspa "may retain a cyclic 
conception of time" and who furthermore finds it easy to imagine that "the one 
who rules all" will engage in a cosmic struggle with Nidhogg, yet has no doubt 
that "the new order banishes Odin" (Lindow 1997, 173-74). Alternatively, my 
argument suggests that a cosmic struggle with Nidhogg in a cyclic setting amounts 
to the reappearance of a renewed Odin out of an ophidian phase. ln light of the 
overall context of "the resolution of chaos into order and its dissolution back into 
chaos," which Davidson likewise recognizes as the leitmotif in Voluspa (1988, 
226), one must indeed acknowledge Coomaraswamy's fundamental insight to the 
effect that "the deity in the darkness, unmanifested ... ab intra, is conceived of in 
forms that are ... theriomorphic; and typically in that of a brooding serpent or fiery 
dragou" (1935, 2; cf. Eliade 1962, 134). ln the sarne vein, Eliade notes after 
Dumézil the homology of Odin and Varuna and then points out the Vedic god's 
"structural relationship" to the dragou Vritra (1991, 99; 1962, 131), justas Jane 
Harrison eloquentlypinpoints Zeus's ophidian dimension (1992, 13-28; cf. Calasso 
1993, 148-49, 199-204, 208). Odin's relation to the dragou seems then unmista
kable, on the basis of both Scandinavian and comparative evidence. 

Moreover, this is in accordance with the idea that a symbolic equivalence 
exists between the head of Heimdall - the name and function of which convey the 
idea of "world axis, support" - and the serpent' s. ln line with this, Boyer proposes 
the equation Y ggdrasill = Midgard serpent = Heimdall, and he notes that the tree 
itself could be thought of as a vertical serpent - one name for the serpent, jormun
gandr ("huge magic stick"), being an acceptable kenning for "magic tree" (1981a; 
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1981b, 194-95, 221-22; 1986, 133; cf. Vries 1955, 257, 262-63, 267). 
This is, furthermore, in accordance with the fact that Heimdall' s name and 

function convey the idea of "world axis, support," while a symbolic equivalence 
exists between the god's head and the serpent's. As Boyer therefore proposes the 
equation Y ggdrasill/Midgard serpent/Heimdall, and notes that the tree itself could 
be thought of as a vertical serpent - one name for the serpent, jormungandr 
("huge magic stick"), being an acceptable kenning for "magic tree" - (Boyer 
1981a; 198lb, 194-95, 221-22; 1986, 133), we are back to the tokens of the 
qualifying mutilation of both Heimdall and Odin at the source under the roots of 
the tree. So, we are back to the assimilation of the tree of omniscience to the bird/ 
/serpent image of the dragon. Furthermore, we may now perceive that the tokens 
of the "qualifying mutilation" of both Heimdall and Odin are kept in the very 
source of omniscience from which Nidhogg sends messages to the wise eagle. 

GREEK SEERS 

The two central themes we carne across while examining the correlation 
between self-sacrifice, sloughing and clairvoyance - the eagle/serpent hostility 
and the paradoxical mutilation regarding eyesight - are not by any means peculiar 
to Scandinavia, for they have been recognized in ancient Greece as well (Boyer 
1981b, 210; Dumézil 1981, 275). A brief consideration of Greek data could 
therefore shed some light on this matter. 

Let us examine how Teiresias, the famous blind seer, became so. According 
to one version, one day Teiresias inadvertently sees Athene bathing and is therefore 
blinded by the goddess who, nevertheless, "taking the serpent Erichthonius from 
her aegis, gave the order: 'Cleanse Teiresias's ears with your tongue that he may 
understand the language of prophetic birds"' (Graves 1992, 372). According to 
another version, Teiresias sees two serpents coupling, kills the female and is 
turned into a woman for seven years, again meets two coupling serpents, kills the 
male and regains manhood. Then one day, as Zeus argues that women derive 
greater pleasure from the sexual act than men and Hera holds that the contrary is 
the case, Teiresias is called upon to give an expert opinion. When he answers that 
women have the lion's share in sexual pleasure, the goddess (wroth that the big 
secret of her sex has been revealed) blinds Teiresias; but Zeus compensates him 
with inward sight and a life extended to seven generations (Graves 1992, 373; 
Grimal 1969, 459; Gantz 1993, 528-30). 

Two crucial properties link this to examined Scandinavian data. The first is 
that Teiresias acquires prophetic powers as he becomes blind, and such powers 
are described both as inward sight and the ability, dueto clean ears, to understand 
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the of birds. Therefore, inward sight, equivalent to "dean" hearing, 
correlates with eyes unencumbered by manifest realhy. The second such property 
is that dairvoyance relates to birds and serpents. For, even when ü is Hera and 
Zeus respectively who impose bHndness and grant inward sight to Teiresias, these 
acts stem from a previous meeting with serpents. Another soothsayer, Melampus, 

the clean ears of omniscience by buming the carcasses of old serpents 
that someone related to him had kiHed and, thereafter, rearing the snakes' offspring. 
This is, as use of the Greek word geras ( old age) for slough suggests, a destruction 
of the old, and protection of the young, aspect of the serpent - in other words, a 
helping of such regeneration as is supposedly involved in sloughing. Indeed, the 
fact that Teiresias's paraHel scene of killing happens in a context of 
mating suggesf!:s the equivalence of sloughing and reproduction. 

One obvious implication is that the renewed serpent is to the old discarded 
skin as a youngster is to its ancestor - which explains the pan-European folk
-beHef that the young adder is bound to kiH its father (Róhei.m 1979, 532). 
Moreover, the of sloughing to the kiHing of the old serpent implies 
that f!:he serpent-kiHer is himselif like a young snake. Thus, we saw serpent-natured 
Sigurd displaying, at the peak of his career, the slain dragon's powers. The sarne 
idea is manifest in the fact that Teiresias twice inherits the sex of the serpent he 
has just slain - that, in other at each time he is made the hei.r to one aspect 
of the complex, ambisexual nature of the snake. Here we find an implicit equation 
of sex inversion and metamorphosis. Indeed, the tradhional notion of metamor
phosis as a conversion of internal to extemal form (Gaignebet and Lajoux 
1985, 104) neatly fits wHh the ancient i.dea that women are as men tumed outside 
in - and men as women turned inside out (Laqueur 1999, 4, 25-28) - which is to 
say that metamorphosis and sex-swapping are equivalent modes of conversion. 
Now this amounts to saying tha1t Teiresias is endowed with the fuH nature of the 
snake the time when, havíng spent time as a harlot and agai.n as a man, he is 
made blind and clairvoyant. 

This amounts to saying that Teiresias is endowed with the fuH nature of the 
snake by the time when, having spent time as a harlot and again as a man, he is 
made blind and dairvoyant. One i.mportant consequence foHows. Acquiring the 
nature of the snake entaíJs getting to know the essence of womanhood, revelation 
of which in fact qualifies Teiresi.as as a seer. This leads to note that such sorcery 
as Odin uses to see into fate and the future induces "lack of manliness" (Sturlason 

5).4 Xn the sarne vein Scandinavian Loki, commonly recognized as "a 

4 As Puhvel puts it, ti:Je "shamanic aspect of Odin" inclw:lles "intimations of sexual inversions and 
androgyny" (1989, 194; cf. Boyer l98lb, 145, 162). 
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kind of shadow to Odin" c[ 151 n. 
could take on both male and female forms. !n both Scandinavian and Greek 

of blood as on the model of 
in some way, 

The association between the 
both possess the gift of renewal, is a fact of 

association between women' s 
and the moon, ü is no wonder to find women "as dosely associated with 
as are with the moon." are Robert Briffauh 

it, "regarded as they thus 
in to the functions of women as the moon" 3 

This idea underHes the well-known dram<>_ 
which James to 

theme of loss of 

rabbinical that menstruation 
sexual intercowrse with Eve in the Garden of Eden" 

rmes!~m:-aav Turkish say that menstruation was to women 
act of disobedience AHah in Cennet 

shows that the tree of 

' The gist of his argumenl is that ihere is in. lhe Garden of Eden, beside the tree of the knowledge 
of good and evil, the tree of life, of which humankind was implicii!y permitted to partake. However, 
writes Frazer, "man missed his chance by electing to eat of the other tree, which God had warned him 
not to touch under pain of immediate death. This sv.ggests lhr,t the foJbiàden tree was really a tree of 
death, not of knowledge" (Frazer 1984, 77). Frazer's interpretaiion fits wit\1 widespread, cross
cultuml notion that sloughing animais gained immortality by riepriving humankind of The theme 
of immortali.ty and ils loss, as well as its connection to the serpem, is then surely significant. However, 
the amhor's blatant disregard for the role of Eve precludes him from integrating the obvious theme 
of acquisition of lmowledge into his mode!. 
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knowledge is represented by Hieronymus Bosch, in his Garden of Delights, as a 
Draca:na - also named in Latin "dragon's blood" - the red 
fruits of which Bosch uses to symbolize the canonic six days of menstrual impurity 
(1990, 378-79, 382-83; cf. Testart 1991, 284-85). This unifies, of course, medie
val images figuring the serpent both with Eve' s face in some instances :md coiJed 
around the tree in others (see Leach 1980, 151-54). 

Indeed, the Hebrew name of the first wom:m - Hawa, which the biblical text 
explicitly links to "life" (Gen. 3.20)- means also "serpenf' (Gaignebet 1985, 14; 
Testart 1991, 287). Eve is therefore the source of life, the shares this 
essence, and- according to Lev. 17.14- blood is the life in every creature. In this 
light it is understandable that God should doom the serpenfs desce:ndants to bhe 
the heel of women's descendants (Gen. 3.14)- an act that triggers menstruaüon, 
according to tenadous folk-belief - and be in retum bruised on the head. U, 
indeed, the serpent both causes and represents the first impHcü spilling of women's 
essence onto the ground (as persuasively argued by Testart 1991, 288-93; cf. 
Gaignebet 15), it foHows that the consequemt intimate enmity of women and 
serpents reads as a depiction of the cydic onsets of feminine blood and their 
suppression. 

It is in this sense that the events in Eden entaiJ the onset of time. This 
means the inevhabiHty of death - menstruation itself being like a temporary death 
on the model of the "dead" days of the moon. But H also means the actualization 
of Hfe, for h is after the curse that the first woman is named Hawa - indicating 
that she is to be ablie to bear life (Testart 1991, 277)- and this she only does after 
expulsion from Eden (Leach 1970, 58). ln other words, the FaU entails an expulsion 
from "the world as a static (that dead) entHy," as Leach puts it, to "the Hving 
world (significantly called Nod, 'wandering')" (1970, 55, 59). Not quite a simple 
introduction of death and a lioss of etemallife, as Frazer would have it, expulsion 
from Eden is then rather a transition from eternal bHss, where endless Hfe is 

equivalent to death as a picture of static non-time,6 to the sublunary wodd in 
which Hfe and death dynamicaHy engender each other. Again, this is the overall 
meaning of slaying the primordial serpent, the death of which amoumts to a first 
sloughing. 

Furthermore, in the sublunary realm where humans have dwelled ever since 
the FaB, symbolic sloughing goes on through perennial menstmation of the seed 
of Hawa, on the death-and-rebirth model of the cydic moon. As we saw, from 
partaking of the fruit of the serpent' s tree, Eve and Adam acquire clairvoyance 

6 Thus the realm of the deac! tends to be conceived, in many cultures, as one of blissful "life-in 
death." 
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